INTRODUCTION
============

Optoelectronic, energy, and sensing devices envisioned in wearable form include organic photovoltaics (OPVs), organic light-emitting diodes, batteries, supercapacitors, thermoelectrics, and biosensors ([@R1]--[@R6]). Fabrication schemes for these next-generation devices motivate the development of highly electrically conducting thin layers, which are also lightweight, breathable, and mechanically flexible. In some cases, optical transparency is also essential. Many flexible substrates---such as plastics, papers, and textiles---are only compatible with mild fabrication conditions. While most flexible electrodes have been grown at high substrate temperatures, costly and complex transfer steps are required to integrate them with flexible substrates. For breathability, the spaces in fibrous substrates must remain open, requiring conformal coverage rather than blanket coating.

The requirements above have driven research on the oxidative chemical vapor deposition (oCVD) of conducting polymers (CPs) ([@R2]). In this powerful method, polymerization, doping, and thin-film formation occur simultaneous to conformally cover even nanostructured materials. The mild fabrication conditions permit direct deposition of conducting layers onto thermally sensitive substrates, including the leaves of plants ([@R7]). The oCVD films enabled OPVs fabrication directly on ordinary paper and plastic ([@R8]) and supercapacitor formation directly on paper and polymeric membranes ([@R9]). As desired for commercialization, uniform, defect-free, and ultrathin (\<100 nm) oCVD CP films can be readily fabricated directly onto large-area (\>600 cm^2^) substrates by oCVD ([@R10]).

For oCVD, a monomer, such as 3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene (EDOT), is introduced into a hot-wall vacuum chamber as a vapor ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The monomer vapor, along with the oxidant vapor, adsorbs onto a cooler growth stage, where polymerization proceeds by a step-growth mechanism. Commonly, the oCVD oxidant consists of vapor iron (III) chloride ([@R11]--[@R16]), produced via the sublimation of solid FeCl~3~ ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, the unreacted oxidants and many of the oxidation by-products have low volatility and do not desorb during the growth of the CP layer. To remove these species, a postdeposition rinsing step---using methanol (MeOH), hydrochloric acid (HCl), or hydrobromic acid (HBr)---can be used to improve film properties, such as electrical conductivity and optical transparency ([@R2]). However, the wet chemistry required rinsing; thus, the additional processing step, which rinsing represents, reduces the attractiveness of the oCVD approach using solid FeCl~3~. True single-step, all-dry oCVD synthesis ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) can be achieved with more volatile oxidants, which are liquids under ambient conditions, such as Br~2~ ([@R17]), VOCl~3~, or SbCl~5~ ([@R18], [@R19]). In addition, the control over the delivery of reactants to growth surface is greatly enhanced by the volatile oxidants. In this work, all films are synthesized with VOCl~3~.

![Schematic illustration of PEDOT synthesis by the oCVD method.\
(**A**) The postdeposition acidic rinsing step (e.g., MeOH or HBr rinsing) is generally used for poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) (PEDOT) films grown using FeCl~3~ as an oxidant to remove unreacted oxidants and oxidation by-products and increasing conductivity. (**B**) Synthesizing PEDOT using VOCl~3~ as an oxidant does not require the acidic rinsing treatment, and the fabricated film is directly used in device fabrication as a true single-step, all-dry process.](aay0414-F1){#F1}

In CPs, the doping process generates polarons (quasiparticles consisting of charge and phonon clouds) or bipolarons, which leads to electron delocalization over the backbone and facilitates the electronic conductivity. Anions derived from the oxidant, such as Cl^−^ or Br^−^, incorporate into the oCVD films during growth, providing doping simultaneously with the film deposition. The resulting doped and conjugated poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) (PEDOT) chains have a linear structure with a tendency to form a semicrystalline matrix. The axis of π-π interchain stacking of the crystallites can be either parallel or orthogonal to the substrate. In CPs, both metallic and hopping conduction have been reported. The more dominant the metallic contribution, the higher the electrical conductivity ([@R20]). In the metallic regime, the dc conductivity remains finite as temperature approaches 0 K, and the log-log plot of the reduced activation energy ($w = \frac{\mathrm{\Delta}\text{ln}\sigma}{\mathrm{\Delta}\text{ln}T}$) versus temperature exhibits a positive slope at low temperature that confirms the existence of delocalized sates at the Fermi level in the metallic regime. The chain alignment and doping level (oxidation level) significantly affect the resulting electrical conductivity. Conductivity is also a function of intrachain, interchain, and intercrystallite charge carrier mobility. Carrier transport in CPs deviates from metallic conductivity due to the presence of disorder, which induces notable scattering of the charge carriers and leads to loss of extended states, known as Anderson localization ([@R21]). The type of disorder in CPs can be classified by comparison of the crystalline domain size (*L*~structure~) and the extent of the localized wave functions of charge carrier (*L*~localization~). In the homogenous disorder (*L*~structure~ \< *L*~localization~), the average electronic coupling of interchain among nanoscale one-dimensional (1D) chains is considered to be critical for the 3D conduction. In the inhomogeneous disorder (*L*~structure~ \> *L*~localization~), the intergrain coupling of granular metals (which are composed of metallic domains) surrounded by the low-conducting amorphous matrix is the crucial factor ([@R22], [@R23]).

The high electrical conductivity along with the high optical transparency of PEDOT in the visible light regime is necessary for the application in organic optoelectronic devices such as solar cells. Multiple reports demonstrate improved OPV performance resulting from integration of the oCVD PEDOT layers ([@R2]). In the past few years, organic-inorganic perovskite materials with a chemical structure of ABX~3~ (A: methylammonium, formamidinium, cesium, etc.; B: Pb, Sn, etc.; and X: I, Br, and Cl) have attracted tremendous attention of researchers due to their promising optoelectronic properties such as high diffusion length and mobility, ease of fabrication, and low-cost solution processing ([@R24]--[@R26]). These excellent properties render perovskites as ideal candidates for solar cell application. However, commercialization of a perovskite solar cell (PSC) requires further advancement in both power conversion efficiency (PCE) and long-term stability, along with low-cost materials and ease of large-scale production by processes such as roll to roll. The impact of integrating oCVD PEDOT with PSC devices is as yet unexplored.

To date, the optoelectronic performance of flexible electrodes has lagged that of brittle indium tin oxide (ITO). The figure of merit (FoM) for a transparent conductor is defined as the ratio of the dc electrical conductivity to the optical conductivity (σ~dc~/σ~op~) at a wavelength of 550 nm. Here, using a one-step, all-dry process compatible with the direct deposition onto most plastic substrates (growth temperature, ≤140°C), we obtained the FoM of 50 for oCVD PEDOT, which exceeds the benchmark indicator of the commercial viability of transparent conductor such as ITO (FoM, 35). This optimization is the direct result of the impressive ability to use systematic changes under the oCVD processing conditions to tune PEDOT film characteristics, including crystal texture, π-π interchain stacking distance, and bandgap. The presence of pure face-on orientation and lowering the *b*-axis lattice parameter by engineering the dopant level are of essential importance for enhancing electrical conductivity. Here, we report the observation of obtaining pure face-on orientation at temperatures compatible with plastic substrates that is the uniqueness of using volatile liquid oxidant. In addition, we systematically investigate the effect of oxidant saturation ratio (OSR) on the optoelectronic characteristics of PEDOT that is the first of its kind. In addition, we exhibit the critical impact of *b*-axis lattice parameter (π-π stacking distance) by engineering the dopant level on the electrical conductivity of the pure face-on--oriented oCVD PEDOT thin films. The tunability of the optoelectronic properties of oCVD PEDOT provides favorable band alignment between dissimilar layers in solar cell devices. Optimized oCVD PEDOT was successfully integrated as a hole transport layer (HTL) into an inverted PSC device. Compared to an identical structure with PEDOT:polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) as an HTL, the PCE of the PSC device incorporating the oCVD PEDOT was substantially improved (18.04% versus 16.2%). In addition, stability performance of inverted PSC over 42 days was significantly improved by the choice of an oCVD PEDOT HTL.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

For multiple reasons, the step growth polymerization of PEDOT is hypothesized to be a surface process ([@R1], [@R2]). First, dimers and higher oligomers of EDOT have extremely low vapor pressure. In addition, the charged species that are intermediates in the oxidative polymerization mechanism are energetically difficult to maintain in the gas phase. Furthermore, at low pressures, elementary gas-phase reactions involving two or more molecules are slow.

The saturation ratio, *P*/*P*~sat~, determines the equilibrium surface concentration of the reactants, where *P* and *P*~sat~ are partial pressure and saturation pressure, respectively. In this work, the surface concentration of the volatile oxidant, VOCl~3~, and the surface growth temperature are the primary variables for the oCVD PEDOT film synthesis, while EDOT monomer concentration on the surface was held at fixed levels. The calculated saturation ratio of EDOT monomer was 30,000 and 10,000 ppm (parts per million) at the growth temperature of 110° and 140°C, respectively. The experimental details, including the process of calculating monomer and OSRs, are provided in the Supplementary Materials (section S1, fig. S1, and table S1). The growth temperature and OSR, at the fixed monomer saturation ratio, significantly influence the polymer deposition rate and film thickness. It was noted that an increase in the OSR, as well as a decrease in growth temperature, induces the rise of film thickness and polymer deposition rate (fig. S2).

The structure and crystallization orientation of PEDOT films profoundly affect their electrical and optical characteristics. The ordered self-organization crystalline domains in many conjugated conducting and semiconducting polymers are surrounded by amorphous matrix. Here, grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) elucidates the structure of as-deposited PEDOT films with no additional rinsing treatment (e.g., HBr, HCl, or MeOH). The normalized GIXRD patterns reveal that the PEDOT films have excellent ordered structures, while their preferential crystallization orientation is strongly affected by the growth temperature and the OSR ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The diffraction of (100) plane at 2θ \~ 6.4° corresponds to an edge-on stacking orientation (*h*00), while the (020) plane at 2θ \~ 25.5° corresponds to a face-on stacking orientation (0*k*0). The self-organization of PEDOT is reported in an orthorhombic structure, while a stacked lamellar structure with 2D conjugated sheets formed by interchain π-π stacking ([@R27]). The conjugated backbone is parallel to the substrate in both face-on and edge-on orientation. However, the π-π interchain stacking orientation is perpendicular to the plane of substrate in face-on orientation ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), while it is parallel to the plane of substrate in edge-on orientation ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Different crystallization orientation induced by process parameters.\
(**A**) The out-of-plane GIXRD θ − 2θ diffraction patterns of as-deposited PEDOT films grown on silicon substrates at the different deposition temperature of 110° and 140°C with varying VOCl~3~ saturation ratio. a.u., arbitrary units. Schematic illustration of crystallization orientation and the distance between planes in (**B**) face-on orientation and (**C**) edge-on orientation. (**D**) Summary of the percentage of preferential crystallization orientation in the bar chart for all 16 PEDOT films grown at different deposition temperature and VOCl~3~ saturation ratio. The percentage of preferential orientation was calculated on the basis of the normalized integrated peak intensities after applying the Lorentz polarization (LP) factor. The lengths of the red-colored and blue-colored bars display the percentage of the face-on and edge-on orientation, respectively. (**E**) The percentage of preferential crystallization orientation in PEDOT films grown at the deposition temperature of 150°C and using FeCl~3~ as an oxidant as a comparison with the volatile liquid oxidant (VOCl~3~) that is used in this study.](aay0414-F2){#F2}

The effect of the OSR and growth temperature on the crystallization orientation of all 16 oCVD PEDOT films (fig. S3) is summarized in [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The lengths of the red and blue bars exhibit the percentages of the face-on and edge-on orientation, respectively. To visualize the intensity of both face-on and edge-on peaks, we converted the integrated peak intensity of (100) and (200) to the equivalent integrated peak intensity of (020) using the Lorentz polarization (LP) factor, which is defined as $\text{LP}(\theta) = \frac{1 + \text{cos}^{2}(2\theta)}{\text{sin}^{2}(\theta)\text{cos}~(\theta)}~$ ([@R28]). A detailed discussion is provided in section S2 and table S2. All PEDOT films grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C have essentially pure face-on orientation ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The crystallization orientation of PEDOT films grown at 110°C shows pure face-on orientation when the OSR is less than 630 ppm, and gradually, the percentage of edge-on orientation increases from 1 to 16% by an increase in OSR from 630 to 1260 ppm. It is postulated that the increase in film thickness to more than 130 nm (fig. S2) also influences the appearance of edge-on orientation in film grown at the deposition temperature of 110°C, while the films grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C at all oxidant levels display pure face-on orientation independent of film thickness. In general, it can be concluded that the PEDOT films grown at the higher growth temperatures and lower OSR result in an in situ reorganization to a face-on orientation.

The crystallization orientation of conjugated polymers leads to anisotropy in charge transport parallel and perpendicular to the conjugation direction. High in-plane carrier mobility and electrical conductivity have been widely reported in conjugated polymers (both p-type and n-type) with face-on orientation ([@R29]--[@R33]) due to the low energy barrier of intercrystallite charge transport. When the electrical conductivity measured at given temperature, \[σ(*T*)\], is limited by intercrystallite transport ([@R34])$$\sigma(T) \propto \text{exp}\left\lbrack - \left( \frac{W_{\gamma}}{k_{B}T} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \right\rbrack~$$where *W*~γ~ is the energy barrier of intercrystallite charge transport and *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant.

The intermolecular forces and polymer structure play a substantial role in crystallinity and amorphicity. The crystalline regions emerge from the high degree of π-orbital overlaps, whereas amorphous regions appear from weak interactions of random polymer chain orientations. The polymer chains can bridge the adjacent crystallites and act as tie chains without a notable conjugation loss as long as the molecular weight is high enough at the presence of sufficiently large density of ordered structures and few sp^3^-coordinated carbon defects. In this case, one polymer chain belongs to several crystallites ([@R35]). The presence of extensive intergrain connectivity is postulated in the pure face-on orientation through bridging the neighboring grains by polymer chains (especially in a low-angle grain boundary regime) with the minimal distortion, which provides the electrical pathway across grain boundary. In such a case, a charge will likely find its way to an adjacent grain as the outcome of the transport barrier reduction. However, the presence of mixed face-on and edge-on orientations is postulated to provide high-angle grain boundaries (larger misorientations between neighboring crystallites with respect to polymer chain axis) and, thus, act as defects and barriers for transport. In addition to the mobility within the grain boundary (μ~gb~), the mobility within the crystallite (μ~c~) is another critical factor that needs to be considered and will be discussed later in this manuscript. The μ~gb~ is mainly attributed to the crystallization orientation, while the μ~c~ is highly lattice parameter dependent, and in general, μ~c~ is much larger than the μ~gb~ (μ~c~ \>\> μ~gb~). Wang *et al.* ([@R29]) reported the presence of face-on orientation in ultrathin PEDOT films grown at the deposition temperature of higher than 200°C and after HBr acidic treatment while using FeCl~3~ as an oxidizing agent. They attributed higher in-plane electrical conductivity and higher in-plane carrier mobility to the increase in preferred face-on orientation in PEDOT films. [Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} exhibits the reported crystalline orientation result of oCVD PEDOT film grown at the deposition temperature of 150°C while using FeCl~3~ as an oxidizing agent ([@R29]). By comparing [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, it can be noted that the use of VOCl~3~ encourages the growth of the higher conductivity face-on orientation compared to its solid oxidant counterparts, even at lower temperature deposition. The presence of pure face-on orientation in films grown by VOCl~3~ as an oxidant at the deposition temperatures compatible with most plastic substrates (≤140°C) brings the considerable advantage to increase the electrical conductivity at lower deposition temperature with no need of acidic rinsing treatment.

The mechanism of crystalline orientation changes with different oxidant is not yet fully understood. However, we hypothesize that at growth temperatures above PEDOT's glass transition temperature (*T*~g~) of \~100°C ([@R36]), the crystalline orientation of the conjugated polymer is mainly related to intermolecular interaction and energy minimization of the film's matrix and interfaces during crystallization. The absence of oxidant by-products in films deposited by a volatile oxidant, VOCl~3~ (fig. S4), compared to its solid oxidant counterpart, FeCl~3~, is likely a critical factor that induces more dominant face-on orientation. We perfomed x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses to investigate the amount of oxidant by-product and evaluate the chemical composition of as-grown PEDOT films (fig. S4 and table S3). The absence of oxidant by-products was noticed in film grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C and the OSR value of 140 ppm, while there was no sign of nonionized impurities such as vanadium in the film. The vanadium atomic percentage was also negligible in the range of 0.06 and 0.13% for films grown at the OSR value of 140 and 360 ppm, respectively. The presence of oxidant by-products not only influences the crystalline orientation but also can inhibit crystal formation. The elemental analysis exhibits that the ratio of chlorine/sulfur (Cl/S), which is an indication of doping level, increases from 0.31 to 0.69 with an increase in OSR from 140 to 560 ppm. The high amount of Cl-doping level (e.g., \>1/3) is also reported by Lee *et al.* ([@R37]) in oCVD PEDOT films grown by FeCl~3~.

The quality and tunable nature of vapor-phase polymerization by oCVD method bring the extraordinary advantage to control the lattice parameter and crystalline orientation based on the device applications. The pure face-on orientation achieved in this oCVD processing using the VOCl~3~ oxidant is difficult to achieve in liquid-applied PEDOT:PSS or PEDOT synthesized by other methods.

The PEDOT crystallite size is calculated from the full width at half maximum of the diffraction peaks using the Scherrer equation ([@R38]). Films grown using the VOCl~3~ oxidant at surface temperatures of 110° and 140°C have limited variation in crystallite sizes (details in section S2 and table S4). As will be discussed later, these films displayed a large variation in electrical conductivity. This suggests that charge transport within the crystallites does not limit overall film conductivity. For the face-on crystallites, the mean crystallite size was 3.2 nm. A similar value, 3.0 nm, was previously reported for films grown with FeCl~3~ as the oxidant ([@R30]). The same comparison for the edge-on crystallite size gives a slightly larger value, 6.5 nm, with the current VOCl~3~ oxidant versus 5.5 nm with the previous FeCl~3~ oxidant. Although enhanced charge mobility is likely within these larger crystallites, their overall film conductivity of the edge-on films is lower, again supporting the hypothesis that intracrystalline charge transport is not dominating the measured in-plane conductivity in these films. Thus, the crystallite size analysis supports the hypothesis that the intercrystallite transport ([Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is likely the dominating factor for the electrical conductivity of this set of oCVD films.

For the PEDOT films deposited at 110° and 140°C, the *b*-axis lattice parameters increase as a function of the OSR for VOCl~3~ ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, section S2, and table S5). At higher OSR, larger *b*-axis lattice parameters reveal a rise in dopant level that induces a stretch in π-π interchain stacking. The increase in dopant level by increase in OSR (table S3) is also consistent with the observed reduction of optical bandgap (*E*~g~) values, which will be discussed later in this manuscript. Similarly, the *a*-axis lattice parameter increases with increasing OSR (fig. S5). The obtained *b*-axis lattice parameter of PEDOT grown by volatile liquid oxidant (VOCl~3~) is higher (approximately \>0.1 Å) than the previous x-ray studies of oCVD PEDOT grown by a solid oxidant such as FeCl~3~ ([@R29], [@R36]), which is an indication of higher doping level of these samples compared to their counterparts grown by solid oxidant.

![Effect of PEDOT lattice parameter on electrical conductivity.\
(**A**) *b*-axis lattice parameter as a function of OSR in PEDOT films grown at the different deposition temperature of 110° and 140°C. (**B**) The relation of electrical conductivity and *b*-axis lattice parameter of PEDOT films grown at the different deposition temperature. (**C**) Schematic illustrations of possible current transport direction in the pure face-on orientation with low-angle grain boundaries. (**D**) Illustration of the high impact of low *b*-axis lattice parameter (short π-π stacking distance) and chain bridging to avoid localization in the pure face-on microstructure. The blue arrows display the direction of current flow. (**E**) Schematic illustration of *b*-axis lattice parameter influence on the intra- and interchain charge transport. The intrachain charge transfer was affected by the doping level, while the interchain charge transfer was influenced by the charge transfer integral. (**F**) Left: The cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the oCVD PEDOT film grown by VOCl~3~ as an oxidant with a thickness of \~80 nm on a silicon wafer with etched trench structures demonstrating high conformality of the deposition. Right: The cross-sectional SEM image of the highly conformal oCVD PEDOT film on a trench with high magnification.](aay0414-F3){#F3}

The in-plane electrical conductivity decreases systematically with an increase in the *b*-axis lattice parameter ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The lower OSR induces the lower *b*-axis lattice parameter ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and correlates with the higher electrical conductivity ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). On the basis of the Drude model (σ = *qn*μ, where *q* is unit of charge), σ is a function of both carrier density (*n*) and carrier mobility (μ). Achieving high μ in the presence of high *n* is challenging and needs perfect control on crystallinity and orientation of CPs to avoid scattering due to the ionized impurity scattering, which is induced by increasing the dopant level. The improvement of carrier mobility by decreasing the *b*-axis lattice parameter in terms of charge transfer integral will be discussed later in this manuscript. The electrical conductivity of \~2800 S/cm was achieved in PEDOT film with pure face-on orientation and the *b*-axis lattice parameter of 6.97 Å. Note that this electrical conductivity was achieved in as-grown PEDOT film at a substrate temperature compatible with direct deposition onto plastic substrates (140°C). Because no postdeposition rinsing step is required (because of the absence of oxidant by-products), this VOCl~3~ oCVD process is a true single-step, all-dry process. The reduction of electrical conductivity with the approximate range of 7 to 15% was noticed after MeOH rinsing, which correlates with the absence of oxidant by-products in as-grown PEDOT films using VOCl~3~ oxidant (fig. S4). The obtained electrical conductivity of \~2800 S/cm is approximately 10 times higher than the previously reported value by Wang *et al.* ([@R29]) in PEDOT films grown at the deposition temperature of 150°C while using FeCl~3~ as an oxidizing agent and using HBr acidic rinsing treatment. By comparing [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, it can be noted that such a high electrical conductivity in PEDOT films grown by VOCl~3~ as an oxidizing agent compared to its counterparts grown by FeCl~3~ as an oxidant is mainly attributed to the pure face-on orientation.

The decrease in PEDOT *b*-axis lattice parameter through engineering of the dopant incorporation is an effective strategy to achieve high electrical conductivity. The reduction of *b*-axis lattice parameter induces a high degree of molecular packing and enhances the π-π interchain coupling, resulting in an increase in charge carrier mobility and yielding electrical conductivity enhancement. Our results indicate that the presence of (i) pure face-on orientation and (ii) low *b*-axis lattice parameter (short π-π stacking distance) in PEDOT films is of essential importance to enhance the electrical conductivity. Both the pure face-on orientation and the reduction of π-π stacking distance introduce geometric constraints that are hypothesized to increase the probability of a single conjugated chain bridging between crystallites.

The effects of one dimensionality of a polymer chain and disorder on the nature of metallic state and insulator-metal transition are still controversial issues, concerning the details of the charge transport mechanisms in CPs ([@R39], [@R40]). The backward scattering of the delocalized Bloch waves \[combination of plane wave by a periodic function in the form of ψ (**r**) = *e*^*i***k**.\ **r**^*u*(**r**), where ψ is the Bloch wave, **r** is a position, *u* is a periodic function, and **k** is the crystal wave vector\] by disorder, defects, impurities, and grain boundaries induces the localization of wave functions in CPs. The origin of the localization can be due to the passage of 1D chains through a disordered region (based on either homogenous or inhomogeneous model). In both disorder models, the interchain charge transfer (through interchain interaction) is of great importance for delocalization and hence controls the final metallic state. In the case of interchain packing through decreasing the *b*-axis lattice parameter in heavily doped CPs, there is an increased probability that an electron can diffuse to a neighboring chain before traveling between defects and chain breaks in which electron states are extended three-dimensionally and, hence, are metallic.

Long-range in-plane conductivity depends on the current transport between lamella and grain-to-grain transport. The presence of low-angle grain boundary with the extensive intergrain connectivity in pure face-on orientation ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and short π-π stacking distance in heavily doped films with high electrical conductivity ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) leads to the hypothesis that conductivity is quasi-1D. Generally, the 3D conduction is eliminated in ultrathin films. The existence of quasi-1D conductivity in CPs correlates with the efficiently enhanced charge transport and electrical conductivity along a controllable direction. It should be pointed out that such a quasi-1D conductivity as the outcome of well interchain coupling in the form of metallic islands is different from conventional 1D conductivity, which consists of isolated chains. The schematic illustration of such a quasi-1D conductivity, as well as the importance of short π-π stacking distance in heavily doped CPs, is depicted in [Fig. 3 (C and D)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. In these schematics, the conduction pathway parallel to the substrate requires charge transport to primarily occur (i) along chains that transverse multiple crystallites by bridging across amorphous regions and (ii) between chains in the crystalline region. Any interchain transport is presumed to be slow in the less dense amorphous regions. In the case that (ii) is rate limiting, in-plane conductivity would be determined by the overlap integral, which depends critically on the *b*-axis lattice parameter. An analogous concept is reported for organic superconductors, where the interchain distance decreases by applying pressure to enhance and avoid disruption in the current flow by the concept of increasing the charge transfer integral ([@R41]).

The charge transfer integral (electronic coupling) is a critical parameter to enhance electrical conductivity and is directly associated with the carrier mobility and needs to be modulated in heavily doped CPs by interchain and intrachain arrangement. The interchain transfer integral (*t*~⊥~) is one of the key parameters that governs the transport in conjugated polymers in the microscopic level and has chain distance exponential decay as ([@R42])$$t_{\bot} = t_{0}\text{exp}( - \gamma x)~$$where *t*~0~ is the charge transfer integral at the minimum distance, *x* is the distance between chains (here, *b*-axis lattice parameter), and 1/γ is the wave function overlap decay length.

The charge transfer rate (*k~ij~*) is based on the charge hopping theory and is proportional to the square of the interchain transfer integral (*t*~⊥~) based on the semiclassical Marcus-Hush theory in organic materials ([@R42]--[@R44])$$k_{\mathit{ij}} = \frac{{t_{\bot}}^{2}}{\hslash}\sqrt{\frac{\pi}{\lambda k_{B}T}}~\text{exp}\left\lbrack - \frac{{(\Delta E_{\mathit{ij}} + \lambda)}^{2}}{4\lambda k_{B}T} \right\rbrack~$$where ħ is the reduced Planck constant; λ is the reorganization energy, which is related to molecule rearrangement and their surroundings during charge transfer; *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant; *T* is the temperature; and ∆*E~ij~* is the energy difference between nearby electronic states.

The carrier mobility is proportional to the square of the interchain transfer integral (*t*~⊥~) and can be estimated using the Einstein equation ([@R44])$$\mu = \frac{\mathit{eD}}{k_{B}T} = \frac{e}{k_{B}T}\left( \frac{1}{2n}\sum\limits_{i}d_{i}^{2}k_{i}P_{i} \right)~$$where *D* is the charge diffusion coefficient given by $\left( \frac{1}{2n}\sum\limits_{i}d_{i}^{2}k_{i}P_{i} \right)$, *e* is the electronic charge, *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant, *T* is the temperature, *n* is an integer number and represents the system dimensionality, *d~i~* is the center mass distance to neighbor *i*, *P~i~* is the relative diffusion probability to a particular *i*th neighbor, and *k~i~* is the charge transfer rate calculated according to [Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

As can be noted from [Eqs. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the increase in carrier mobility and, thus, electrical conductivity enhancement at the constant temperature requires (i) the increase in charge transfer integral through *b*-axis lattice parameter reduction (which is satisfied in [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and (ii) reorganization energy reduction. The reorganization energy is the characteristic of a material and is not significantly affected by the lattice parameter variation. The obtained high in-plane electrical conductivity in pure face-on orientation (not a mixture of face-on and edge-on) in this study can also be interpreted by enhanced carrier mobility in terms of charge transfer integral. The transfer integral gradually decreases with the increase in tilt angle from cofacial orientation ([@R42]). The increase in electrical conductivity by decrease in *b*-axis lattice parameter can also be interpreted by the Miller-Abrahams equation ([@R45]), which is valid for weak electron-phonon coupling and low temperatures (section S3).

The charge transfer rate between nearest neighbor crystallites, "a" and "b," *k*~ab~ in ultrathin film of semicrystalline PEDOT is the sum of two parallel processes$$k_{\text{ab}} = k_{\text{ab}}(\text{hopping}) + k_{\text{ab}}(\text{bridging})$$

Under synthesis conditions where there is a reasonable probability that the length of a PEDOT exceeds the distance between crystallites, the rate of charge transport by the bridges dominates, and [Eq. 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"} reduces to *k*~ab~\~*k*~ab~(bridging). In addition, we can postulate that the probability of bridges between non-neighboring crystallites can be neglected because there are few chains long enough to form these direct bridges. Hence, to have conductivity between non-neighboring crystallites, the charge would need to travel a path composed of (*N* + 2) crystallites having (*N* + 1) nearest-neighbor bridges. With this nomenclature, *N* = 0 is the nearest-neighbor case in which two crystallites are connected by one nearest-neighbor bridge (a ↔ b). Similarly, *N* = 1 is a ↔ b ↔ c, where "ab" and "bc" are nearest neighbors but "ac" is not, and *N* = 2 is a ↔ b ↔ c ↔ d, with only "ab," "bc," and "cd" as nearest neighbors.

The charge transfer happens in series inside the first crystallite, then across the first bridge, then inside the next crystallite, and then across the next bridge, following as$$\frac{1}{k_{\text{total}}} = \frac{1}{k_{a}} + \frac{1}{k_{\text{ab}}} + \frac{1}{k_{b}} + \frac{1}{k_{\text{bc}}} + \frac{1}{k_{c}} + \ldots + \frac{1}{k_{(n - 1)(n)}} + \frac{1}{k_{n}}~$$

If the charge transfer rate across the bridges is fast relative to the transfer inside the crystals, i.e., *k*~ab~ \>\> *k*~a~, then$$\left. \frac{1}{k_{\text{total}}} \right.\sim\frac{1}{k_{a}} + \frac{1}{k_{b}} + \frac{1}{k_{c}} + \ldots + \frac{1}{k_{n}}$$

In the simplest case where *k*~a~ = *k*~b~ = *k*~c~ = ... = *k~n~* (i.e., equal charge transfer rates inside each crystallite), *k* is related to the *b*-axis parameter by the transfer integral. In the case, $\left. \frac{1}{k_{\text{total}}} \right.\sim\frac{N}{k}~$or$$\left. k_{\text{total}} \right.\sim\frac{k}{N}$$

For a distribution of rates inside the crystallites, an integral could be performed instead. In general, lowering the *b*-axis lattice parameter in heavily doped PEDOT films in both metallic and hopping mechanisms (the more dominant the metallic contribution, the less amount of disorder in the system and the higher the electrical conductivity) is a promising approach for electrical conductivity enhancement. [Figure 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the summary of *b*-axis lattice parameter influence, due to the OSR variation, on the intra- and interchain charge transport. Several conduction mechanisms are occurring in series. The rate of charge transport along the chain is affected by the doping level. However, charge mobility along one given chain at any doping level exceeds the chain-to-chain transport. The interchain charge transfer, which is affected by charge transfer integral, is the rate-limiting step for the overall film conductivity. We believe that by further improvement of fabrication process parameters, the lower *b*-axis lattice parameter at even higher doping level can be achieved to further enhance the electrical conductivity.

Before going forward with the discussion of optical characteristics and photovoltaic (PV) device fabrication, the conformality of the PEDOT film with VOCl~3~ as a volatile liquid oxidant was assessed by depositing a \~80-nm film grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C on a silicon wafer with etched trench structures. The vapor-phase polymerization thorough oCVD method enables the formation of highly conformal coating, as can be noted in [Fig. 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The ability of vapor-phase reactants to diffuse into rough surfaces---including ordinary plastics, papers, textiles, and complex micro- and nanostructured surfaces to produce highly conformal films---is of great importance. The ability to achieve conformal coverage opens up promising routes for the design of novel high-performance optoelectronic devices. In addition, the low-temperature vapor-phase deposition approach allows integration directly onto materials that would be damaged by heat or solvents and thus enables additional cost-effective next-generation fabrication opportunities.

The low sheet resistance and high optical transmittance of CPs are of essential importance for application as transparent electrodes. There is typically a trade-off between transparency and sheet resistance. Therefore, the FoM (FoM = σ~dc~/σ~op~, where σ~dc~ and σ~op~ are dc conductivity and optical conductivity, respectively) is defined to assess the property of a transparent electrode. Transmittance and sheet resistance are related on the basis of the following equation ([@R2], [@R46], [@R47])$$T = \left( 1 + \frac{Z_{0}}{2R_{\text{sh}}}\frac{\sigma_{\text{op}}}{\sigma_{\text{dc}}} \right)^{- 2}~$$where *T* is the transmittance value at λ = 550 nm, *Z*~0~ = 377 ohms is the impedance of free space, and *R*~sh~ is the sheet resistance.

To minimize the contribution of morphology to the observed results, the study of optical properties focused on the series of oCVD PEDOT produced with the VOCl~3~ oxidant at a fixed deposition temperature of 140°C. The OSR ratio varied from 140 to 540 ppm. These films all have pure face-on orientation and crystallite sizes within \~8% of the mean value. An optical photograph of this series of films deposited on glass slide substrates is shown in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The ultraviolet-visible--near-infrared (UV-vis--NIR) spectra of films are shown in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The highest transmittance value at 550 nm, \~97%, is achieved at the lowest OSR. The transmittance decreases with increasing OSR, reaching 95% at the highest OSR evaluated. The corresponding σ~dc~/σ~op~ values ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) also decrease with increasing OSR. The σ~dc~/σ~op~ \~ 50 was obtained for the film grown at the lowest OSR value of 140 ppm. The benchmark indicator of the commercial viability of transparent conductors, such as ITO corresponds to the σ~dc~/σ~op~ value of \~35 ([@R2], [@R8], [@R46]). Howden *et al.* ([@R15]) and Lee *et al.* ([@R37]) reported the σ~dc~/σ~op~ values of 12 and 14, respectively, in oCVD PEDOT films while using FeCl~3~ as an oxidizing agent after HBr rinsing. The use of the volatile liquid oxidant (VOCl~3~) used in this study not only represents a completely dry process by eliminating postdeposition rinsing ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) but also is responsible for the approximately fourfold improvement in σ~dc~/σ~op~ ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) compared to its solid oxidant counterpart (FeCl~3~).

![The optical characteristics of PEDOT films.\
(**A**) Image of deposited PEDOT films on blank microscope glass slides (thickness of 1 mm) at different OSR. (**B**) The optical transmittance of PEDOT films grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C and different VOCl~3~ saturation ratio in the visible regime ranging from 300 to 800 nm. (**C**) The FoM (FoM = σ~dc~/σ~op~, where σ~dc~ and σ~op~ are dc conductivity and optical conductivity, respectively) as a function of OSR in PEDOT films grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C. The blue and green dashed lines are the highest reported σ~dc~/σ~op~ values in oCVD PEDOT films grown by FeCl~3~ as an oxidant after acidic rinsing treatment and the benchmark indicator of the commercial viability of transparent conductors, respectively. (**D**) The optical bandgap and the Urbach energy values as a function of OSR for PEDOT films grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C.](aay0414-F4){#F4}

An important influence on the optical properties of CPs is the optical bandgap (*E*~g~), which is determined from the absorption spectra (fig. S6) using the Tauc relation ([@R48])$$\alpha\mathit{h\nu} = A{(\mathit{h\nu} - E_{g})}^{n}$$where α is the absorption coefficient, *hν* is the photon energy, *A* is a constant, *E*~g~ is the optical bandgap, and *n* is the type of transition (here, *n* =1/2 for direct transition). Additional details on the calculation of *E*~g~ are provided in section S4.

The *E*~g~ values for the oCVD PEDOT films grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C systematically decreases from 2.9 to 2.6 eV as the OSR increases from 140 to 540 ppm due to an increase in the dopant level. The optical characteristics of conjugated polymers are primarily determined by the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels. In general, the reduction of bandgap by an increase in dopant level is attributed to the destabilization of the HOMO than of the LUMO through donor-type substitution. It can be noted that the film with a wider bandgap exhibits higher transmittance (by comparing [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) since only photons with energy higher than the bandgap can be absorbed. The smaller bandgap induces the lower transmittance and the larger absorption coefficient (ε), which increases the light absorption based on the Beer-Lambert relation; *A* = α*cl*, where *A*, α,*c*, and *l* are absorption, absorption coefficient (molar absorptivity), concentration of sample, and path length, respectively ([@R48]). The PEDOT films have a nondegenerate ground state that corresponds to a single geometric structure known as benzoid structure (the aromatic structure). The concentration of polarons increases with increase in dopant level and resulting in the formation of bipolarons (are spinless and doubly charged), which occupy distinct energy levels in the bandgap. It is postulated that the carrier mobility decreases at high carrier density due to the decrease in available unoccupied states. Therefore, for achieving high electrical conductivity, the threshold of doping should be considered. In this study, the oxidant level of 140 ppm yields the enhanced electrical conductivity due to the presence of pure face-on orientation and low *b*-axis lattice parameter.

The Urbach energy (*E*~U~) is an indicator of the structural disorder in the material and can be derived from the following equation ([@R48])$$\alpha~(h\vartheta) = \alpha_{0}~\text{exp}\left( \frac{h\vartheta}{E_{U}} \right)$$where α is an absorption coefficient, α~0~ is a constant, *h*ϑ is the incident photon energy, and *E*~U~ is the Urbach energy of the localized states.

The dependence of ln(α) versus incident photon energy (*h*ϑ) is exhibited in fig. S7 and provides information about the tail width of localized states in the bandgap. The higher *E*~U~ corresponds to the higher density of states in the bandgap. The *E*~U~ values for the PEDOT films grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C arise by increasing the OSR and correlate with an increase in the dopant level ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The minimum (754 meV) and maximum (1100 meV) obtained *E*~U~ values correspond to the PEDOT films grown with the OSR value of 140 to 540 ppm, respectively. The less amount of *E*~U~ in film grown at the low OSR is related to better intercrystallite connection and lower disorder in the amorphous region.

To directly demonstrate the utility of the systematical optimized oCVD PEDOT, synthesized in a single step with VOCl~3~ liquid oxidant, we fabricate inverted PSCs using oCVD PEDOT and commercial PEDOT:PSS as HTLs. Here, we selected a double-A cation perovskite composition with Cs~15~FA~85~PbI~3~ formula due to its great absorption and excellent stability. [Figure 5 (A and B)](#F5){ref-type="fig"} depicts the cross-sectional view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image and the schematic of the PSC device based on oCVD PEDOT as the HTL. As seen, the inverted device consists of an ITO glass substrate coated by a thin layer of oCVD PEDOT (15 nm) as the HTL, a 450-nm-thick perovskite film as the absorber layer, a 23-nm-thick C60 as the electron transport layer (ETL), a 8-nm-thick bathocuproine (BCP) as the buffer layer, and a silver electrode with a thickness of 100 nm. [Figure 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the current density--voltage (*J*-*V*) curves of the best-performing PSC devices based on oCVD PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS (30 nm in thickness), measured under simulated AM1.5G solar irradiation under reverse bias. Notably, a minimum thickness of 30 nm for PEDOT:PSS is necessary to fabricate an efficient pinhole-free PSC without shorting; while using oCVD PEDOT, the pinhole-free PSC can be achieved with lower thicknesses of the HTL. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} indicates that all the PV parameters of the PSC device based on oCVD PEDOT are improved as compared to the PEDOT:PSS control device. The statistics for the PV parameters of the PSCs based on PEDOT:PSS and oCVD PEDOT are shown in fig. S8. As seen, the average values of all PV parameters are enhanced for the oCVD PEDOT device compared to its counterpart, resulting in an improvement of the average PCE from 15.5 ± 0.70% to 17.2 ± 0.82%. To further confirm the *J*~sc~ of our devices, we measure the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the corresponding devices as shown in [Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. The EQE of both devices are higher than 80% over the entire UV-vis region, yielding a calculated *J*~sc~ of 22.2 mA/cm^2^ for the PEDOT:PSS device and 23.05 mA/cm^2^ for oCVD PEDOT device. These *J*~sc~ values are in good agreement with the measured *J*~sc~ from *J*-*V* results.

![PV characterization of PSC devices with oCVD PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS.\
(**A**) Cross-sectional SEM image and (**B**) schematic illustration of the device architecture for PSC device based on oCVD PEDOT HTL. (**C**) *J*-*V* curves and (**D**) EQE spectra and integrated current density of the PSCs fabricated on oCVD PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS HTLs. (**E**) The shelf-life stability performance of inverted PSCs with oCVD PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS HTLs. Notably, unencapsulated devices were kept in ambient air with 20% relative humidity, and the PCE was measured every 3 days.](aay0414-F5){#F5}

###### PV parameters of the best-performing PSCs with oCVD PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS HTLs.

The PV features \[open circuit voltage (*V*~OC~), short circuit current density (*J*~SC~), fill factor (FF), PCE, and *J*~SC~ estimated from EQE\] of PSCs based on oCVD PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS HTLs.

                   ***V*~oc~ (V)**   ***J*~sc~ (mA/cm^2^)**   **FF (%)**   **PCE (%)**   ***J*~sc~ from EQE**
  ---------------- ----------------- ------------------------ ------------ ------------- ----------------------
  **oCVD PEDOT**   0.96              24.10                    78           18.04         23.05
  **PEDOT:PSS**    0.94              23.24                    74           16.20         21.60

It is worth pointing out that the PSC devices using these HTLs show a negligible *J*-*V* hysteresis. The statistic of the hysteresis indices (HIs) for the corresponding devices is shown in fig. S9. As can be observed in fig. S9, the average value of HI for the oCVD PEDOT device (0.8%) is slightly lower than the PEDOT:PSS device (0.87%). The thickness of oCVD PEDOT has a significant effect on the *J*-*V* results. The advantage of our CVD process is the fabrication of a very uniform layer of oCVD PEDOT with precise control on its thickness. To this effect, we fabricated PSC devices with different thicknesses of oCVD PEDOT, i.e., 15, 50, 130, and 200 nm, by adjusting the deposition time while keeping the OSR and growth temperature at the fixed values of 140 ppm and 140°C, respectively. The selection of OSR and growth temperature was based on obtaining higher electrical conductivity at lower OSR and higher growth temperature, which was discussed earlier. The variation of device performance as a function of the oCVD PEDOT film thickness is exhibited in fig. S10. As seen, the PCE of the PSC device dropped markedly by increasing the thickness of the HTL, mainly due to the lower transmittance in the thicker oCVD PEDOT HTL and, thus, the lower current density. Our results prove that a thin layer of oCVD PEDOT (\~15 nm) is enough for fabrication of an efficient PSC device with PCE of more than 18% due to the uniformity and quality of oCVD PEDOT film, which is not the case for PEDOT:PSS.

The stability improvement is as significant as efficiency enhancement to make the PSCs ready for commercialization. To examine the stability of our PSC devices, we measure the shelf-life stability over 42 days. We kept the unencapsulated devices in ambient air with 20% relative humidity and measured them every 3 days. [Figure 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"} exhibits the results of the shelf-life stability test. As can be seen, the PSC with oCVD PEDOT maintains 76% of its initial PCE value after 42 days, which is much better than its counterpart device based on the PEDOT:PSS (37%). This result highlights the advantage of oCVD PEDOT as a more stable HTL in inverted PSC devices. The PCE deterioration in PSC with PEDOT:PSS HTL mainly originated from the degradation of the perovskite film and ITO by the highly acidic nature of PEDOT:PSS ([@R2], [@R49], [@R50]). Thus, replacement of PEDOT:PSS with a more stable HTL, i.e., oCVD PEDOT, can address this issue and markedly improve the stability of PSCs.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

We have systemically investigated the structure of oCVD PEDOT films deposited at different growth temperatures and VOCl~3~ saturation ratio. The GIXRD patterns revealed that the PEDOT films deposited at the higher growth temperatures and lower OSR result in an in situ reorganization to a face-on orientation. The ease of obtaining pure face-on orientation at temperatures compatible with plastic substrates (less than 140°C) with no need of postdeposition acidic rinsing step is the extraordinary advantage of using volatile liquid oxidant. In contrast, predominately edge-on orientation was previously reported with the solid oxidant FeCl~3~ under similar oCVD process conditions, and a postdeposition rinsing step was required. The oCVD method enables simultaneously enhancing the charge transport in both intra- and intercrystallite by engineering the crystalline orientation and *b*-axis lattice parameter (π-π stacking distance). The higher degree of face-on orientation and the presence of lower *b*-axis lattice parameter in heavily doped films are indications of better intercrystallite and intracrystallite, respectively. Despite the fact that reducing the π-π stacking distance corresponds to the doping level reduction, higher overall in-plane conductivity is observed. We hypothesize that the geometrical constraints introduced by tighter π-π stacking result in increasing the occurrence of individual chains forming bridges across crystallites. In addition, the increased interchain charge transport results from reduced π-π stacking distances. This interchain transport creates bridges composed of multiple chains, capable of spanning longer distances for connecting more crystallites. The use of volatile liquid oxidant (VOCl~3~) not only eliminates the acidic rinsing process but also exhibits approximately fourfold improvement in σ~dc~/σ~op~ (obtained σ~dc~/σ~op~ value of 50) and 10-fold enhancement in electrical conductivity (obtained conductivity of 2800 S/cm) compared to its solid oxidant counterpart (FeCl~3~) at the deposition temperature compatible with plastic substrates. The optical bandgap of PEDOT films was systemically tuned in the range of 2.9 to 2.5 eV by adjusting the OSR. The high transmittance of 97% was achieved in film grown at the deposition temperature of 140°C and the lower OSR (higher bandgap value). Last, the oCVD PEDOT was exploited in the PSC as an HTL, and the maximum PCE of 18.04% was achieved compared to its PEDOT:PSS counterpart with the maximum PCE of 16.20%. The PSC device based on oCVD PEDOT not only exhibited higher PCE but also displayed approximately twofold higher stability compared to its PEDOT:PSS counterpart device. The PSC devices based on oCVD PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS retained 76 and 37% of its initial PCE values over 42 days, respectively, where the unencapsulated devices were kept in ambient air with 20% relative humidity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

oCVD synthesis
--------------

A schematic illustration of the oCVD reactor with its components is shown in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The EDOT monomer (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) and VOCl~3~ oxidant (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) were placed in a temperature-controlled glass jar and fed simultaneously into the oCVD reactor through a heated line. The temperature of glass jars containing EDOT and VOCl~3~ was kept at 140° and 30°C, respectively. The deposition time was kept constant (40 min) for all samples. The temperature of vapor delivery line (feed system) was controlled, and constant temperature over the entire length of the line was maintained to avoid internal condensation and decomposition of the vapor. The operating pressure of 1 torr during deposition was maintained and controlled using a throttle valve that is in communication with a baratron throughout the process. The PEDOT films were deposited on (100) Si wafers, ITO glass, and blank microscope glass slides. The oxidant reacted with monomers and created cation radicals on the growth surface, and then, pairs of cation radicals dimerized and deprotonated. In the following manner, dimers and trimers combined until the final CP film made up of *n*-mers was constructed in a step-growth polymerization fashion. The amount of EDOT flow rate was kept fixed at 12 SCCM (standard cubic centimeters per minute) at the different growth temperature of 110° and 140°C, while the flow rate of VOCl~3~ varied. The total flow rate into the oCVD reactor was kept at a fixed value of 30 SCCM at each growth temperature using Ar gas flow as a balancer of total flow rate. The process details of calculating EDOT and VOCl~3~ saturation ratios are provided in section S1, fig. S1, and table S1. After cooling down to room temperature under vacuum, the samples were taken out for material characterization and exploiting in device fabrication without any extra acidic solution treatment. The information related to material characterization methods (e.g., electrical conductivity measurement, GIXRD, SEM, XPS, optical characteristics including UV-vis--NIR analysis, and perovskite device characterization) is provided in section S1.

PSC device fabrication
----------------------

ITO glasses were cleaned in the following baths respectively using ultrasonic Triton X-100 \[1 volume % in deionized (DI) water\], DI water, acetone, and isopropanol. All substrates were further cleaned by oxygen plasma for 5 min. After cleaning, the oCVD PEDOT films as an HTL were deposited on ITO glasses. PEDOT:PSS films were deposited on ITO glasses (for comparison purposes) by spin-coating at 2500 rpm for 45 s (ramp rate, 500 rpm/s), followed by annealing at 150°C for 20 min. Then, the Cs~15~FA~85~PbI~3~ perovskite solution was prepared by dissolving CsCl \[0.165 M; purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (TCI)\], formamidinium iodide (0.935 M; purchased from Dyesol), PbI~2~ (1.18 M; purchased from TCI), and 1 ml of mixed solvents of *N*,*N*-dimethylformamide:dimethyl sulfoxide (4:1) (volume ratio). The perovskite solution was heated up overnight at 60°C. For deposition, this solution was spin-coated in the following steps: (i) 1000 rpm for 10 s and (ii) 6000 rpm for 20 s (ramp rate, 2000 rpm/s). During the deposition process, 200 μl of chlorobenzene was dropped as an antisolvent 10 s right before end of spinning. Then, the films were annealed at 150°C for 30 min. The incorporated Cl ions in film by CsCl were removed during the annealing process. After cooling down, the films were transferred into an evaporation setup for ETL and electrode deposition. A 23-nm-thick C60 as an ETL, an 8-nm-thick BCP as a buffer layer, and a 100-nm-thick silver as an electrode were thermally evaporated on top of the perovskite films, respectively, to complete the device structure. The pressure of evaporation chamber was kept fixed at 10^−6^ torr during the deposition. The information related to device measurement is provided in section S1.
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